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• Have an article on approach
lighting this month that's chock
full of info . The gent who wrote
it knows whereof he speaks too;
lays the reasons why we still
have 1 2 separate systems on
the line. Sort of shakes a man
up at that.
• Our centerspread, starting on
page 14, spells out the results
of the latest runway barrier tests
made by WADC.
• AWS has contributed an interesting story on the higher
altitudes; Flight Service makes
a pitch concerning never popular delays, and the high Mach
boys get the word on the sonic
boom in this issue.
• Next month, provided our
roving editors don't get their
feet wet, we'll have a report
on the 18th Air Force's massive
"Operation Gyroscope", featuring C- 124s. It will be something
a little different than anything
we have ever done before .
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safety in the proximity of ground
operation of jet aircraft.
Col . Clare W . Bunch
Actg. Chief, R&A Div.
D/ Maint . Eng ineering, AMC.
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Intake Duct Accidents
The engine air intake ducts of jet
engine aircraft durin g ground operation are potentiall y dan gerous to
maintenance personnel. This is speciA y true when yo u consider that it
W s been approximately seven years
since the first 200 plu s pound human
" object" was drawn into the intake
duct of the XF-86A, and incidents
of this type co ntinue to occur.
Technical instruction s have been
disseminated, signs have been painted, decals affixed and placards
prominently disp layed to warn personnel of the dan ger of jet aircraft
intake ducts during engine run-up.
Precautions cited in AF Reg 32-3,
Subject: "Ground Safety Jet Aircraft
Air Intake Hazards," dated 2 November 1948, and T.O. 1-1-309, Subject: "Aircraft Ground Safety," dated
3 October 1952, are applicable to
all personnel engaged in physical
maintenance of jet aircraft. However,
on 18 April 1955, a maintenance
employee walked into the intake area
of an F-86A aircraft, and was drawn
head first into the engine accessory
section. The victim was being observed by another employee stationed
near the left wing of the aircraft.
It is suggested that this incident
be used as a subject matter in forthcoming publication of Flying Safety
A gazine to again stress the necessi. . of compliance with established
Air Force Regulations and technical publications relative to ground
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We certainly agree whole-heartedly with the Colonel. In fact, recently
we saw a mechanic walk a few feet
in front of an F-86 that was being
run up . How he avoided taking a
one-way trip into the intake is beyond comprehension .
The May issue of the AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENT AND MA INTENANCE
REVIEW contains a fine article on
this subject, and we plan to keep
hitting the fi eld on the subject in
the future via additional articles,
posters and accident briefs.
In the meantime, be sure all your
peo ple, es pecially the "new boys,"
are aware of the dangers involved in
standing in front of an intake duct .
Ap proved Air space
am the Air Force Member on
one of the four regional airspace
subcommittees in the ZI.
It is very obvious that many op erations personnel are not fami liar
with the coordination required for
the approval of certain activities in
operations within the Air Force.
The followin g item may be more
appropriate for the Operation s
Brief; however, if some publicity
were given this matter in a forthcoming edition of Flying Safety
Magazine, then certainly many readers would be enlightened.
" Operations Planner, have yo u
ever been confronted with the situation of wanting some airspace for a
gunnery range {you just can't hardly get that anymore!), to change
your instrument approach, to move
a navigational aid facilities (?), or
wondering why THEY let them build
that blankety blank TV antenna or
water tower so near your base?
I have.
" Seriously, who is this THEY person or persons? AFR 55-103 explains the Air Force's responsibility
concerning airspace matters with
other government and civilian agencies much better than I can here.

T H E

EDITOR

" It behooves all personnel involved in operations planning and
day-to-day operations to familiarize
themselves with the above reg.
"Some time ago a particular AFB
in the ZI installed an ILAS, worked
out a letdown and all the details that
go with installing a navigational aid
facility. Today that system is not being used because the installation is
in conflict with other navigable airspace.
"Proper coordination under the
above mentioned regulation would
have precluded this embarrassing
si tuation, not to mention the cost to
the Air Force.
Don't let this happen to you, Operations Planner."
Ma j. Thoma s E. Yarbrough
AF Member, 2d Reg ional Airspace
Subco mmittee, Ft. Wort h, Tex.

Ch art H older
The suggestion of a jet letdown
chart holder {Crossfeed, FLYI G
SAFETY, June 1955 was a good one
but the material to be used is not
of the proper type. After manufacturing a holder as per instructions, it
was noted that it caused the standby
compass to deviate eight to ten degrees from normal. This deviation
could be hazardous in the event of
an electrical fai lure while on the
gages, or if the standby compass
was bein g used as the sole source
of navigation.
To eliminate this hazard , it is suggested that the holder be manufactured from brass {brazing rod is
available in most welding shops),
as it is nonmagnetic and will not
cause compass deviation.
The above conditions were noted
by Mr. George W. Small {Civilian
inspector at this base) in a T-33A
which has the standby comp•ass adjacent to the holder location as shown
in your picture.
Capt. Ba rry F. James
FSO , 23 4 7 th ARFC
long Beach Mnpl . Arp!.

And there you are! But the original
holder idea is still a good one. lust
do as the man suggests and make it
out of brass or some other nonmagnetic material.
1
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Sometimes a pilot.wonders if approach lighting systems are .. .

Hazards or Aids?
G . M. Kevern, Chief, Lighting Section

2

•
•

Directorate of Laboratories, Wright Air Development Center
Have you ever heard a pilot say,
"[ checked and they have approach
lights, so there's no sweat"? You
may say to yourself, "Now there is
a guy who considers everything during his preflight planning," But
does he?
Ten to one says that if you ask
him about the specific type of approach lighting system at his destination, you will get an answer something like, "Who cares, lights are
lights, aren't they?"
If he reads the following article,
in all probability he will think twice

•

about leaping off on his next night
cross-country without fi rst checking
to see what type of system he will encounter at his destination. It is important , In fact, being familiar with
the system is just as important as
knowing if there are any lights installed there at all.
If you are going to take the time
to see if lights are available, it doesn't take a minute longer to notice the
physical layout of the system. Kn.
ing it may keep you from setti
your bird down someplace other than
on that nice, hard runway.
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URI G A IGHT landin g, have
you ever asked yourself, "Am I
•
looking at a row of street lights,
runway li ghts, centerline approach
lights or the left hand row of ap proach lights?" The large vari ety of
approach li ghtin g systems in use in
the United States. when combin ed
with inadequate pilot bri efin g, can
cause pilot confusion whi ch sometimes converts a valuable low visibility approach aid into a goodweather landin g hazard.
Recently, at the end of a lon g
flight, a pilot was attempting to make
a normal VFR landing. He made an
approach over what he assumed was
a centerline approach lightin g system. Unfortunately, the row of white
lights turned out to be a left hand
row approach lighting system, and
the pilot barely managed to pull up
in time to avoid landing in the mud
alon gside the runway.
In another case; a pilot made a
good VFR landing between two rows
of white lights. Unfortunately, they
were slopeline approach lights, not
runway lights, and had been in stalled since the pilot's last visit to
the airport. The aircraft bounced
oss a field , over a highway,
ough a fence and, finally, up on
t e runway.
Many similar reports of accidents
and near accid ents prove the importance of approach lighting standardization and pilot briefin g. Adequate
pilot briefing is the only immediate
solution, as a 10-year construction
program will be required to convert
all existing approach lighting systems at U. S. airports to any standard which might be adopted .
If USAF pilots could confine their
landings to Air Force bases, no confusion would exist. Except for a limited number of experimental installations, all approach lighting systems
installed at these bases are similar
in appearance and use red lights.
However, Air Force pilots frequently must land at civil, joint militarycivil and avy fields, and they may
encounter, within the continental U .
S. alone 12 different approach lighting systems, with great differences in
color and appearance. For a safe
landing, under either good or low
visibility conditions, the pilot should
determine in advance the approach
ting system which he will enW1ter at his destination.
:Approach lights are those lights
which are installed in an area extending from the runway threshold

out into the approach zone for a distan ce of 1000 to 3000 feet. These
lights con stitute the pilot's first visual contact with the ground during a
low vi sibility approach, and therefore should provide final alignment
and ground reference information.
The minimum visibilities and ceilin gs described by present regulation s
are such that approach lightin g systems seldom, if ever, perform the
fun cti on for which they were designed. With the present minima,
many other lights are seen in addition to the approach lights. Under
these conditions, approach li ghts
merely help to identify the runway
and distinguish it from adjacent
lighted streets.
Pilot familiarity with approach

lighting systems is probably more
important than any other factor. Any
approach lighting system, whether
good or bad, can be of considerable
assi stance during both good and bad
weather if the pilot is familiar with
the system. On the other hand, a good
system with which the pilot is not
familiar can be hazardous.
The brightness of all high intensity approach and runway li ghting
systems can be controlled from the
control tower. Whenever the bri ghtness is considered unsatisfactory,
pilots should request that the control
tower operator change the brightness
setting. If traffic is not too heavy the
pilot may request that the approach
lights be turned off momentarily.
This procedure will serve to positive-
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Depicted are four examples of typical approach lighting systems which a pilot
may face when landing at civil , joint military-civil or Navy installations.

•
ly identify an approach li ghting system, in the event that the pilot is not
su re if he is looking at approach
lights or street lights. It should be
remembered that excessive brightness will cause loss of darkness
adaption, and thereby make in strument readin g difficult, if it becomes
neces ary to pull up and make the
transition to instrumen t flight.
Basic Requirements
At the present time and for many
years to come, the on ly safe solution
to low visibility landin gs will be a
properly coordinated system of electronic and visual aids. The electroni c
aids such as GCA are required to
bring a pilot down to the approved
minimum, approach lights are required for final alignment with the
runway, and runway li ghts are required to complete the landin g.
The function of the approach
lights is to provide alignment information immediately and without confusion . During a low visibility landin g, the approach li ghts will be visible for approximately 12 second s.
Furthermore, approach lights must
have " wide" in lieu of "narrow"
beam so that they will be visible
when the pilot is to the left or ri ght
of the centerline. This is accom-

plished by adding suitable horizontal and vertical tol erances to the
ideal path establ ished by the ILS or
GCA electron ic aids. These tolerances are based upon results obtained during actual low vi ibility
approaches. Under these conditions,
pilots are under considerable nervous strain and the resulting tolerances are appreciably larger than
those obtained when one pilot is under a hood, and a safety pilot has
unrestricted visibility.
Approach li ghts mu st not constitute a hazard to aircraft which may
under-or overshoot. As a result of
statistical studies of all Air Force
accidents and because the majority
of flights are made in good weather,
it is believed that cleared overrun
areas at each end of the runway are
even more important than good approach li ghting systems. Thi s attitude prevented the Air Force from
utilizing the slopeline system when
it was temporarily adopted as the
U. S. Standard, and now prevents
the Air Force from adopting the un modified centerline system advocated
by the Airline Pilots Association .
Approach lighting systems must
also be designed to provide guidance
for fighter aircraft which have severe
cockpi t visibility limitations. A pure
centerline system is completely un-

satisfactory for low vi si bility approaches by aircraft of this typDurin g visibi lities of 14 mil e or les:w
no portion of a pure centerline system wou ld be seen if the aircraft
flies trai ght in along the approach
centerline. Lights less than 2000 feet
ahead of the aircraft would be
blanked out by the gunsight or nose
of the aircraft, and li ght beyond
2000 feet would be blanked out because of the visibi lity restrictions.
Taking all these factors into consideration has' resulted in concentratin g on the development and utilization of an approach li ghtin g system that does not introduce hazards
into the overrun area.
Durin g 1946 a joint Air Force,
Navy, CAA test program was conducted at Arcata, California, to test
the effectiveness of the various ap proach li ghting systems. This location was chosen because of the hi gh
number of local fog occurrences.
Several hundred actual low visibility
landings were made and eleven different lighting systems were put to
actual test.

•
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Neon Ladde r
Before World War II, the neA
ladder type of approach lights :.VP
used widely on U. S. commercial

e

This time exposure is an e xcellent example of the way that approach lighting systems are tested .
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airports. This system consists of a
series of neon tubes placed 100 feet
~ art, forming a 1000 to 1500-foot
•
tension of the left row of runway
lights. (See Figure 1.) Each tube is
perpendicular to the centerline of the
active runway.
With this system a pilot can readily distinguish a lighted runway from
the multitude of city lights. The system also clearly distinguishes the
approach area from the runway, thus
eliminating the possibility of landing in the overrun. During VFR
conditions this system proved adequate, however, the low illumination qualities of neon tubes is of
little value during a low visibility,
instrument approach.

Two Parallel Row
All during World War II, both
the Air Force and the Navy used the
two parallel row of approach lighting system. These approach li ghts
are merely 2400-foot extensions of
each row of runway lights. (See
Figure 2.) The runway, approach
and threshold lights are distinguishable by different colors. Each light
is of 200 watts, and is used without
ers for the runway, with green
ers for the threshold and with red
•
filters for the approach area.

This type of lighting proved extremely effective in the Aleutian area
of operations, even during visibilities down to 1/s of a mile at night
and % of a mile during daylight.
Still, widespread use revealed that
certain improvements were needed.
In the first place, pilot confusion
resulted from the fact that both right

and left approach light rows were
identical. When visibi lities were so
poor that the pilot only saw one
row, he did not know if he was looking at the right or the left row of
approach lights .
Also, the distance between the two
rows was too great. When a pilot is
on the centerline, this is not important. But under actual bad weather
flying conditions, equipment limitations, rough air and pilot strain combine to produce actual flight paths
which often depart appreciably from
the runway centerline.

Funnel System
The funnel system is composed of
5000-watt lights which give excel lent coverage of the entire approach
area. (See Figure 3.) It was installed on seven Berlin Airlift bases
and was of considerable assistance
to that program. The system was
considered excel lent the first year of
Arcata tests, but was found unsatisfactory the second year when fourengine aircraft were used. The larger aircraft could not make the sixdegree turn required when the pilot
saw and followed only one row.

Slopeline System
This is the highly publicized system invented by Cory Pearson and
Jerry Sweet, of the Civil Aeronautics Administration. Figure 4 is a
plan view of their system; Figure 5
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is an elevation view of a single pair
of slopeline lights, and Figure 6
shows how the system appears to an
observer on the ideal flight path.
This system appears confusing when
first seen, but a pilot thoroughly familiar with the system can obtain
more accurate horizontal and vertical guidance than can be obtained
with any other system.
As ·a re ult of Arcata recommendations, the Slopeline system was
the nominal U. S. Standard from
1949 until 1953, but few installations were made. The system was
consid ered confusing by commercial
pilots. Virtually no Air Force installations were made as this system
violates the requirement for no obstruction s in the overrun area.
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Fig. 1
Neon ladder

Fig.
Two parallel row (AN Standard WW Ill

Centerline System

Calvert System
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This system cannot be definitely
described , as the Airline Pilots Association has suggested many different systems, all designed as "Centerline" systems. The term has been
used to designate fJ.ny system which
includes approach li ghts in stalled on
the extended centerline of the runway. The system currently proposed
bytheALPA (as in stalled at Iewark)
is superior to the one tested and
found inadequate at Arcata because
crossbars similar to those of the Calvert System have been added . This
Centerline system is not satisfactory
for Air Force use because it introduces obstructions in the overrun
area and because it is of little value
to pilots looking out of the left side
of fi ghters which have restricted visibility straight ahead.
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Fig. 5
Pair of slopeline fixtures

The British (Calvert) System is
illustrated in Figure 7. It consists
essentially of a centerline with coded
crossbars. This system is widely used
in Europe, and is one of the systems
permitted by the International Standard. The crossbar idea was found so
satisfactory during Arcata tests that
some crossbars were added to both
the slopeline and centerline systems.

Fig. 6
Slopeline (viewed from glidepathl
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This system was speci fically developed to meet Air Force requirements (clear overrun area and visibility from fi ghter cockpits), and to
eliminate the deficiencies of previous
systems exposed durin g Arcata tests.
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Calvert system (British)
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Fig . 8
Air Force overrun lighting system
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This is the system which the CAA
proposes to install on U. S. civil airports. It is the only system currently
acceptable to the ALPA. As shown
in Figure 10 this system consists of
white slopeline bars laid flat on the
ground as an extension of the runway centerline, plus red terminating
bars. This system does not meet the
fighter visibility requirements of
either the Air Force or the Navy and
obstructs the overrun area .

•White

•

••

••
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Consisting essentially of slopeline
bars laid flat on the ground, this system incorporates an extension of the
left row of runway lights, as shown
in Figure 9. The majority of systems
were composed of white lights, but a
few installations used red li ghts
throughout. When the ALPA ref used
to accept the slopeline, the CAA installed a number of these single row
systems which were proposed as a
compromise between the slopeline
and centerline systems .

U. S. Standard-A
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•
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Slopeline !Plan view)
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Fig. 3
Funnel system

White

It is essentially a two parallel row
system of red li ghts 1000 feet long,
except that the left row consists of
triple lights, and the right row consists of single lights. (See Figure 8.)
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U. S. Standard-B
This system, shown in Figure 11,
was included in the standard at the
request of the Air Force. The addition of the centerline extension to
the overrun system makes it acceptable under the International Standard and results in an increased overall length which definitely improves
the utility of the system. This system
meets all AF requirements, as follows:
• Provides final alignment information and defines the ground plane.
• Outlines edges of overrun pavement or compacted ground.
• Presents no obstruction within
the overrun area and minimum obstructions on the edges of the overrun area. Overrun lights are essentially 500-watt wide beam runway
lights, equipped with red filters.
• The red color makes the system
readily distinguishable from runway
lights and street lights .
• Positive distinction is provided
by the fact that the left row consists
of triple lights and the right row
consists of single lights.
7

•
A pilot thoroughly familiar with the Slopeline system
can obtain accurate horizontal and vertical guidance .

However, few Air For<e installations have the system
as the equipment forms an obstruction on the overrun .

International Stantlards

• Provides ample li ght on the off
runway side for pilots on the downwind leg and while makin g the turn
for the final approach.
• Provid es visual guidance to pilots of fi ghter aircraft from which
pure centerline systems would be invisible durin g low visibility approaches, because of forward cockpit visibility restrictions.

U. S. Standard-C
Thi s system, shown on Figure 12,
was included in the Standard at the
request of the Iavy. This system is
a combination of the Slopeline, Centerline, Calvert and Funnel systems.
This system is not acceptable to the
Air Force because it is considered
confusing and does not provide a
clear overrun area.

Existing Systems
Approach lightin g systems are
permanent facilities, with a service
life of from 10 to 29 years. Once
installed, an approach lighting system is normally not chan ged until

8

necessitated by other construction
work, such as extensi<>n of the runway pavement. The fund s for ap proach li ghting, especially civil installations, are definitely limited. As
a result, all approach li ghtin g systems which have ever been standard
within any agency in the U. S. are
still in use at one or more airports.
A summary of 403 airports li sted in
the Pilot Handbook shows that 12 approach-lighting systems are currently
in use in the United States. The
quantities li sted below are co nservative, as it is known that there are
many approach lighting systems in
existence which are not indicated in
the Pilot's Handbook.
• No approach lights ................ 288
• Neon ladder ............................ 55
• Overrun .................................... 22
• Left single row ( 17 white and
2 red sy terns ) .................... 19
• Two parallel row .................... 14
• Slopeline ·····························-···· 4,
• Mi scellaneous (one each of
four different types) ······-····· 4
• U. S. Standard, Figure A
1
• U. S. Standard, Figure B
1
• U. S. Standard, Figure C
1

Both U. S. and International
Standards are issued primarily to
govern civi l airports. Once approved,
however, all U. S. agencies, both
civil and military, must comply wiA
the standards. Special military r'1'
quirements are ordinarily included
as exceptions before the standard is
issued , provid ed that the req uesting
mi litary agency can submit sufficient
j us ti fication.
Th e International Civil Aviation
Organization has agreed upon a
standard which has been ratified by
th e U. S. and 59 other member nation s. Compliance is therefore mandatory within the United States. The
agreement was purposely worded
very loosely in order to permit either
the Calvert or ALPA Centerline systems. It could be so interpreted as to
permit almost any approach li ghtin g
system which includes some centerline lights. The U. S. ational Standard on approach li ghting ( o. AGA1Sl) was approved on 4 Au gust
1953, and comp liance is mandatory
upon all U. S. agencies. Unfortunately this is not a single standard,
but contains figures showing three
different systems.

•
•
•

•
•

Air Force Standards
With the exception of a smA
number of experimental instal tions, the Air Force has only three
types of approach lighting systems,

•
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Above , tire marks are mute evidence of what happens when a pilot gets confused by approach lights .
Below, the Slope line un it has te n sealed be am lights which form a straight line to t he end of runway.

•

•

both within the United States and
overseas. The three Air Force systems are all compatible. Prior to
950 the Standard was the Two
arallel Row . From 1950 to 1953,
e Standard was the overrun lighting system, which is a Two Parallel
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Row System in which the left row is
composed of triple lights in order to
distinguish the left row from the
right. The new Standard Air Force
system (Figure 11 of the U. S.
Standard) is an overrun lighting system with at least 500 feet of center-

line lights added to the outer end.
This new standard meets all Air
Force requirements, and Headquarters USAF has directed that all Air
Force bases initiate action to comply
with the new standard by 1960, provided that Congress appropriates the
necessary funds .
The primary cause of complaints
by Air Force pilots is the fact that
civil approach lighting systems are
usually installed at joint use airports. Although the pavement and
lighting extensions are paid for by
Air Force funds, civil rather than
Air Force lighting standards are used.
As previously stated there are now
at least 12 different approach lighting systems in use in the United
States. Because of the time and
money required to change permanent facilities of this type, several
years will be required to appreciably
reduce the number of different types
of systems, regardless of what
standardization action is taken. Implementation of the new U. S. Standard should result in reducing the
number of types in use in the United
States from 12 to three in approximately 10 years.
Although standardization has been
maintained effectively on Air Force
bases, such is not the case on civil
or joint AF-civil airports. In your
flight planning, check the Pilot's
Handbook to see which of the 12 existing systems is installed. If the
book doesn't indicate an approach
lighting system, give Flight Service
a call for the latest information. Remember a familiar system is helpful
.. an unfamiliar one hazardous. •
9
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OU'RE SITTING in your torch at
the end of the strip. All checks
have been completed. The familiar voice of the tower operator
makes you sole owner of the runway
and you automatically ease your left
hand forward. The anticipated surge
of power is there and the invisible
pressure pushing you back in the seat
feels real good. At first you are
aware of your forward motion. There
goes the first intersection. The brilliant yellow of a cruising fuel truck
catches your eye. There goes the
tower in a slight blurr. As your forward momentum continues to build,
the world outside your cockpit narrows down to a centerline, a panel of
instruments and the horizon directly
ahead. Your plane has just reached
the unstick speed as you start to ease
back on the stick, NOW STOP!
No, this is not an article on how
to abort a takeoff. I don't profess
to know too much about that but I do
know about aircraft brakes. So, I got
you into this mess in order to illustrate the terrific amount of heat potential that you build up for your
brakes, with every takeoff you make.
You pilots of the modern, fast military airplanes depend more on good
brake performance now than in any
previous period of airplane development. The reason for this is the
higher wing loading and lower lift
coefficient current on the thin-wing
and swept-wing configurations. This
speed increasing combination has necessitated changes in the brake assemblies which in turn has affected
the technique required of the pilot
in stopping his rolling stock. A good
example of these brake changes may
be found in the F-86H.

Y

10

On the landing approach, the pi lot
will find that the F-86H differs from
the F-86F and D, in that the "H,"
with the "6-3" leading edge, has a
higher approach speed due to heavier
weight and the lack of leading-edge
slats. The fixed leading edge of
the F-86H increases its performance at the high speed range but at
landing speed, due allowances must

be made for directional contro l
and rate of sink. All of these conditions increase the safe touchdown
speed of the airplane, which should
be around 135 knots, depending on
the landing weight. Excessive landing speeds increase the possibility
of tire blowouts or failure of tt A
brakes because of excessive te~
perature development.
FLYING
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Above, whe n bra ke locked upon touchdow n frict io n burned through tire , g rou nd whee l away.
Left, the se ti res are four exa mples of t he va rying degrees of dama ge cau se d by ski d burns.
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It should be borne in mind that
an aircraft brake is a heat reservoir
where the kinetic energy of the airplane, because of its weight and land ing speed, is converted from foot
pounds to BTUs or heat units. Therefore, the basic premise of brake
design is resolved by how many BTUs
can be absorbed in the brake rotors
before the critical temperature is
reached.
A. The amount of heat involved can
W' explained if you consider the
analogy of the airplane accelerating
from a standing start to takeoff speed.
The forward velocity is attained by
virtue of burning fuel in the engine.
The fuel represents so much heat in
BTUs which is converted into kinetic
energy in the airplane. When the airplane is brought to a stop during
landin g, the reverse of the above
takes place and the kinetic energy
shows up as heat in the brake. This
energy is proportional to the square
of the landin g speed.
On high performance airplanes
such as the F-86H, the landing gear
designer has the problem of stowing
a wheel that will carry the maximum
takeoff load and provide adequate
brake capacity. In order to provide
a brake that would be adequate for
the F -86H and fit within the space
avai lable, the Bendix people have
developed a new inorganic lining
material. It replaced the organic materials used on the F-86F and D. This
new brake lining is a cintered cerametallic material. It greatly increa es
the allowable operating tempera~res, thu.s. producing higher brak•
capacities.
An added advantage of the cerametallic lining is its ability to sustain
AUGUST,
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a constant coefficient of friction
throughout the landing run. This
eliminates the tendency of the brake
to fade at high temperatures.
By necessity, the F-86H brake
gained a bit more weight than its
predecessors. The brake weighs 80
pounds against 55 pounds for the D
series. However, our 80-pound binder
is capable of absorbing 9,000,000foot pounds of energy as compared to
4,900,000-foot pounds for the "D."
Reports from various service activities indicate that there have been
numerous failures of the F-86H main
landing gear tires. Actually, this tire
is larger than that used on the F and
D airplanes and has a lower tire pressure. This should normally give lon ger service. In the majority of cases
the tire has been blown shortly after
touchdown which indicates that failure may have been caused by one or
all of the following:
• Over-brakin g one wheel to correct for loss of directional control
on touchdown. Loss of directional
control just prior to touchdown ,
causes the airplane to yaw and drop
one main wheel ahead of the other.
• Too heavy application of brakes.
• Lack of familiarity with the
F-86H braking system.
To get the best performance out
of the brakes in the H series airplane,
follow the normal landing procedures recommended in the Fli ght
Handbook . When the airplane is on
the runway, set the nosewheel down
quickly and apply the brakes smoothly and steadily to the point just short
of locking the wheels; then release
and apply brakes intermittently. Hold
them on for two or three seconds and
off for one second. As the airplane

slows down, heavier pedal forces may
be app lied. If the air plane should
yaw during brake application, both
brakes should immediately be released and then corrective braking
action taken . Here's the reason :
If excessive brake pressure is app lied, it is possible for one wheel to
lock. The locked wheel will then skid
and the tread-rubber in contact with
the runway will melt. This reduces
ground coefficient of friction and
causes the airplane to yaw towards
the side OPPOSITE from the locked
wheel. The immediate reaction of the
pilot is to increase the brake pressure
on the locked wheel to correct the
yaw. The result will be a tire blowout.
Hence also the reason for intermittent braking at high speed; as well
as the release of both brakes momentarily should yaw occur. When ex·
cessive touchdown speed is avoided
and the brakes are used properly in
the early stages of the landing roll
there is no need for heavy and destructive braking near the end of the
runway. Below 90 knots, nosewheel
steering is very effective in countering crosswinds. Directional control
obtained in this manner helps to reduce brake temperatures.
Remember, an aircraft brake is not
designed for continuous operation
like an automotive brake. It is designed to stop the airplane safely under the most severe condition, which
is an abortive takeoff. Under this
condition, the brake absorbs its maximum kinetic energy and attains its
critical temperature. If an abort is
made, about 30 or 45 minutes should
be allowed for brake cooling before
attempting another takeoff.
When making repeated landin gs at
short intervals, especially if there are
long taxi-backs to the point of takeoff, have the crew chief check your
brakes for overheating. A hot brake
retracted into the wheelwell is out
of the slipstream cooling. The heat
absorbed by the brake will radiate
to the tire and may cause the tire
to burst. Attendant damage to the airplane structure may result or possibly hydraulic lines may be ruptured .
In conclusion I would like to say
that you have a good airplane with
an excellent set of brakes. Brakes
designed solely for your aircraft's in dividual con figuration s. Just like any
other piece of mechanical equipment
that is new to you, you must learn
to use them properly and respect
their limitations. They'll stop you
every time if you use a soft touch. •
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Flight Service weather forecasters check the route weather,
and brief pilots over the drop-line communications system.

•
•
•

Things can get rather rushed at Flight Service
Centers when traffic is heavy, so you may have to ...

T

HE OLD ROUTINE of being able
to simp ly "get the nod and leave
the sod" has become a thing of
the past; tactical pilots on a scramble, of course. excluded. Today the
pilot making a routine point-to-point
Aight must take advantage of facilities and personnel available to help
him preplan while on the ground.
Once in the air the pilot will be
practically on his own. except for
air traffic control instructions and
he is likely to be as busy as the proverbial one-armed paper hanger just
Aying, making required position reports, and such. The importance of
being thoroughly briefed on weather
and NOTAMS, knowing applicable
flying regulations and directives, and
properly preplanning a Aight has increased by leaps and bounds. AiTcraft
are becoming hotter to handle and
af ety and security restrictions impose
a number of requirements on routine
every day Aying. Let's face it, if we
don't know the routine answers before we get into a plane, there's going to be mighty little time or chance
to get them until we land again.
Getting briefed for a Aight that
originates from your own little base
operations i one thing. But it's those
Aights from fields where there are
no operations personnel that often
leads lo trouble. through the " improper Aight planning" route. There
is no compromise for good, ade12

•••

quate Aight planning and that is why
Flight Service has assumed base
operations functions at civi l airports.
A Flight Service Center is basically a centralized operations office
for a designated geographical area.
It includes operations officers,
weather forecasters and operations
airmen . Since these cerrters are fixed
installations on seven Air Force bases, most of their business must be
conducted by some means of landline communications. There are three
primary means of doing this:
• The Flight Service interphone
party-line type communications system connects the center with all
military flying installations and
some heavily used civil airports.
• Civil airports which have CAA
Interstate Airways Communications
Stations (INSACS) are connected to
Flight Service Centers by teletype.
• If neither of the above is available, then a regular lon g distance
collect telephone call may be made
to the nearest Flight Service Center.
All information as to availability
of the Flight Service interphone and
CAA teletype facilities and Flight
Service Center area boundaries and
their telephone numbers are included
in the center pages of the Radio Facility Charts.
Regulations now require Air Force
pilots to comp lete a DD Form 175,
includin g the weather section, when

stand-by•
departing on a cross-country from a
non-military air field. This form provides a good weather briefing check1ist and , when filled out, a pilA
has a good idea of what to expe•
ow let's see what happens when
a pilot wants to file a Aight plan, get
a weather briefing and be cleared,
using the Fli ght Service interphone.
Depending upon the situation, he
will do one of two things: either get
a weather briefing and then submit
his Aight plan, or submit his Ai ght
plan and then get his weather briefing. Either wi ll be copied by an airman in the Flight Service Center.
The request for weather goes to a
weather forecaster. The Aight plan
goes to an operations officer who reviews it and then passes it to a
forecaster who prepares and delivers
the weather briefing. The operations
officer monitors the briefing and
checks for NOTAMs which pertain to the proposed Ai ght. If all is
well, the operations officer gives the
pilot any applicable NOTAMs, special information and approves his
Aight. Upon completion of the briefings by the forecaster and operations
officer their respective initials shou ld
be entered in the appropriate places
on the Form 175.
This procedure is simp le, both A
theory and in practice, however, t.
occasional delays experienced by pilots are aggravat in g and difficult lo

•

•

•
•

•
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Fl ight Service personn e l appraise e ve ry fligh t p lan
prior to Ope rat ions Officers' app roval and clearance .

•

one

Major Ga yle C. W o lfe
Hqs Flight Service, O rland o A FB, Fla.

•
•

•

•
•

•

understand. After all yo u say Flight
Service is there to provide the servi ce
req uested , so what happened? SimA ly thi s. Unless you are filing a Aight
~ I an between th e hours of 2200 and
0500 yo u will probably have to wait
in lin e so mewhere along the procedure for the forecaster and the operat ions offi cer. ormally there will
be pilot ahead of yoy, filing from
the same station as yo urse lf. There
may be another station for which
Fli ght Service clears on the same
line. In the Flight Service Center, incom in g call s are handl ed by a number of ai rmen who may be compared
to tel ephone switchboard operators.
Here you r message is typed out and
passed to ei ther a forecaster or operations officer as appli cable. At thi s
point a further delay may be experienced in ce two or three forecasters
and an eq ual number of operations
officers may be briefing and clearing
pilots from four or five other bases
on th e same interphone system in addition to handlin g teletype and lon g
distance telep hone requests.
Flight Service Centers, like any
base operations section, will be especially busy at certain times of the
day and certain days of the week.
Personnel can be schedul ed to meet
a t1ese added requirements, but
WPiechani ca l facilities must be programmed to give adequate servi ce
commen urate with cost. Facilities
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such as communi cation s equipment
must be programmed well in advance, with the need de finitely establi shed. and cannot be eco nomi cally
cut ofT and on for short periods .
Flight Service interphone lines are
leased from the American Tel ephone
and T elegraph Company whose technicians recentl y compl eted an extensive and detailed traffi c analysis of
the entire system. Recommendation s
for immediate ci rcuit realignment
based on the best customer service
for the dollar have been accepted and
will be in effect for the busy s ummer
period. Further analysis is being
made of the data collected with the
goal of developin g the ultimate in an
operations communications system .
One of the hardest places to prevent delay in a Flight Service Center
is at the weather forecasting positions.
This is certainly no reAection on the
capabilities of these tec hnicians.
Flight in modern high performance
aircraft require s more extensive
weather information for briefings
and naturally this takes more forecaster time to prepare and deliver.
For instance, takeoff roll must be
computed for each USAF jet aircraft
departure. Since this is determined
by pressure altitude and temperature,
these e lements have to be forecast for
ETD and included in briefings. Forecasters who work in a Flight Service
Center are restricted much of the

time to the immediate v1c1111ty of
their desks where the interphones and
telephones are located. Current forecastin g tool s are brought to them and
they are under almost constant press ure during busy hours.
What is being done to speed you
on your way so that you aren't Aying
on the end of a telephone? Flight
Service is expanding its facilities and
personnel s tructure. Air Weather
Service i addin g forecasters during
especi a 11 y busy periods and is
streamlinin g its operations in the
Flight Service Centers. But you
too, can be a big help in speeding
thin gs up. When you reques t a
weather briefing the forecaster must
know your proposed route of Aight,
altitude, estimated time of departure
and estimated time en route. It takes
a forecaster longer to develop a
briefing than it does to give it, so
state what you want to know in as
much detail as necessary. A call back
to get additional information takes
both the forecaster's time and the
interphone line time. The proper sequence and information required
when filing a Ai ght plan with Fli ght
Service is in the Facility Chart.
The most logical time for pilots to
get a clear picture of the weather situation as well as operational information is when he is on the ground
with ready access to this information. Fli ght Service exists for but one
purpose, that of providing th e best
possible service to the military pilot
for the safe completion of his Ai ght,
regardless of co ndition s. So, take
yo ur time, plan a good Aight and
Ay a good plan. •
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ET'S TAKE AN imaginary fighter
jockey, buckle him into a hypothetical jet fighter and stick hiA
smack-dab in the center of a tho, . ,
oughly unpleasant situation. We'll
have him charging down the runway
at full bore, reaching takeoff speed
and then losing his power. One minute everything was going fine and the
next our hero finds himself in sort
of a tough spot since he is traveling
too fast to get stopped before running fresh out of strip.
We seem to have things arranged
so that th is boy has hardships he
can't possibly use. But wait a minute,
maybe they aren't as rough as they
seemed at first glance. At the far end
of the strip, awaiting our guy's onslaught, is a large nylon net, or runway barrier. And this barrier was designed specifically to do the job of
catching jets that otherwise would
run off into the boondocks.
Okay, so all this boy has to do is
guide the fighter into the center of
the net and come to a screechin g
halt. A little gear fairing may get
torn up but that should be about all.
Let's follow the engagement.
The airplane's nosewheel hits the
nylon straps, the cable raises up ...
and plane, pilot and all go right <A
through, roll off the overrun aJ9'
end up in a ditch. Our fictional pilot
scrambles out uninjured, but you
can scrub one jet aircraft.
But what happened; why didn't
this imaginary incident end happily
for all concerned? Remember, we
said that this was a hypothetical
case? We didn't say what kind of a
fighter our pilot was flying. If it was
a T-33, an F-80, an F-94 or any
F-84A through G, he might have
forgotten to retract the speed brakes.
If it was an F-86 with 200-gallon pylons, an F-94.C with 250-gallon pylon s or an F-lOOA with 450 -gallon
pylons, perhaps he failed to jettison
the tanks prior to hitting the barrier.
One thing is fairly certain; when he
failed to get a successful engagement ·of the barrier, it was because
of lack of knowledge. That is, our
imaginary pilot didn't know exact ly
what to do to insure a safe catch.
Recently, WADC completed a series of tests on barrier catches and
came up with some interesting recommendations and information on operating characteristics and installation changes. Thi s data will be iA
corporated into revisions of T. 35E8-2-2-l but the sooner it is disseminated to the fie) d, the better.

L

Proper engagement results in only minor damage to this F-84F gear faring .

The information in this article is based
on the latest barrier test data compiled by WADC.

Big League
Cateher
Test at 30 mph with 450-gallon tanks resulted in unsuccessful engagement .

Test at 45 mph resulted in the cable overriding 450-gallon tanks on F-84F.
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Above, in a clean configuration, this F- 84F hits the barrier successfully at 150 mph.
Left, another successful stop with 450-gallon inboard pylons . Engagement at 98 mph .

Below, with 1 20-ga llon pyl on tan ks, the minim um en gag eme nt spee d w a s 4 5-5 0 mph .

•

--•
Below,

•

•
•

•
•

in the

clean

configuration,

ba rr ier

can be engaged as low as 20 mph in F-86A .

Side vi ew of t he F-8 6A shows how arre sti ng
cable ove rrode 120-gallon pylons at 50 mph .

Before getting into the meat of the
information there is one important
point that should be empha ized.
While W ADC recommends that certain aircraft retain their pylons during barrier engagement because it
presents less of a hazard than dropping them on the runway, this doesn't
mean that pylons can't be dropped.
~ is recommended that in any case
9 'here an emergency occurs in fli ght
and the possibi lity exists that a barrier wi 11 be used, that external stores
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be jettisoned before landing. In all
fighter aircraft, there will be a higher degree of reliability during engagement when they are in a clean
configuration. So, if it looks as if
you wi ll need to use the barrier, get
rid of those stores before landing.
Operations and installations people will be interested in how the barrier equipment fared during the tests.
In over 50 engagements made during the tests conducted by W ADC,
using the standard webbing adapter
54H22130, there was no case in
which the webbing adapter failed to

-----------· 1

function properly. This adapter was
tested at speeds as hi gh as 160 mph .
The arresting cable installation was
made in accordance with T . 0. 35£82-2-1 to insure proper slack condition. Operations peop le should be
sure that the installation personnel
at their base are thoroughly fami liar
with the T. 0., as you can run into
15
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Aircraft
Mode l

Inboard or
M id-wing Pylons

Dive
Brakes

Napa lm, Rockets
Other Stores

T-33

N/A

Mu st b e
Retracted

N/ A

F-80

N/A

Must be
Re tracte d

N/ A

F-86 A
t hru D

Retain 12 0
Ga l. Ta nks

N/A

N/D

••
Minimum engagement speed 45 to 5 0 kts.

Jettison 200
Ga l. Tan ks

•

F-9 4 C

Jettison 25 0
Ga l. Ta nks

Must be
Re t racted

N/ D

F- 84 A
th ru G

Reta in 2 30
Ga l. Tanks

Must b e
Retra cted

•

Minimum engag ement speed 4 0 kts.

F-8 4 F **

Reta in 230
Gal. Tanks

N/ A

N/ D

Minimum e ngag e ment speed 4 0 kts .

Reta in 45 0
Gal. Tanks
F- 100 A

Jettison 4 5 0
Ga l. Tan ks

Minimum en gagement speed 35 to 40 kts.
N/A

N/D

• Succe ssful en gagements at mini mum spe e d of 35 knots ha ve been ma d e with inboa rd pyl on 100 0 pound bomb s attached .
** 2 3 0 -Ga l. outboard o r underwing tank sho uld be re tained .
N/ A - Not a p p licab le.
N/D - No Da ta availa ble.

•

The chart shows engagement limitations for the runway barrier by a ircraft ty pe .

serious trouble if the cable is not
installed correctly.
Another important point for operations supervisors to check is the revised arresting chain. The Center
recommends that the chain be composed of five connected sections or
"shots" totaling about 450 feet. The
first "shot" is composed of single
links of chain, each weighing from
45 to 55 pounds per lineal foot. The
other four "shots" are double links
that should weigh from 100 to 120
pound s per lineal foot. As an added
margin of safety, a new arresting
cable has been desi gnated to replace
those now in use. This cable, which
is Y's " wire rope and stronger than
the old cable, should be requisitioned
and installed as soon as possible.
The tronger cable and increase in
quantity of chain were made to provide for high speed engagements at
higher gross weights which will become necessary for new aircraft.
The tests run by W ADC resulted
in quite a few recommendations for
various airplane models. In some
cases, additional recommendations
were made as a result of experience
with similar models although actual
tests weren't run.
The tests revealed that the F-86A
through D, in a clean configuration,
could engage the barrier success16

fully at speeds as low as 20 mph.
However, with 120·gallon pylons on,
the minimum engagement speed was
between 45 and 50 mph. No tests
were run with 200-gallon pylons installed on the F-86 but other test
data on large pylon tanks decided
W ADC to recommend jettisoning the
200- gallon pylons.
On the T-33 and the F-80, minimum engagement was made at 20
mph, and tiptanks may be retained
as they present no problem on a
catch. However, be sure the speed
brakes are retracted as they will
force the cable under the main gear.
Minimum engagement speed on
the F-94 was 30 mph, and, although
tiptanks should be retained, it is
recommended that if the aircraft has
250-gallon mid-wing pylon tanks in stalled, that they be jettisoned. Once
again, speed brakes-in.
Tests on the F-84 models A through
G revealed that in a clean configuration, minimum engagement speed
was 35 mph . Both tiptanks and the
230-gallon mid-win g pylons may be
retained, but minimum engagement
speed for aircraft equipped with pylon tanks is 40 mph. With inboard
pylon 1000-pound bombs attached,
minimum speed was 35 mph. Speed
brakes must be retracted.
Minimum engagement speed on

the F-84F in a clean configuration
was 35 to 40 mph. With inboard PA
Ion tanks of 230- gallon capacit~
minimum speed was 40 mph; with
450-gallon tanks, minimum speed
was between 35 to 40 mph . With 230
gallon outboard underwing tanks the
minimum speed was 40 mph.
To date the F-100 has not been
tested , however, based on the geometry of the landing gear, it can be
assumed that engagement in a clean
configuration will be successful.
W ADC recommends that mid-win g
pylons be jetti soned prior to engagement. At present, there is no data
available on the f.89, 101 or 102.
The information listed in this article is scheduled for inclusion in each
aircraft's Fli ght Handbook; but until a pilot receives it, check what we
have here and be sure you know what
to do before yo u have to use a landing barrier. If you wait until you're
rollin g down the runway toward it,
it's goin g to be a little late.
There are several other important
procedures that a pilot needs to know
to insure a successfu l en gagement.
• Hit the center of the net.
• Brake the plane normally but
don 't clamp down on the binders sA
hard that you blow a tire. As yo.
near the barrier use the br.akes to
steer toward the center of the net. •
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URING RECENT years, attention has been focused on the
structure of the higher atmosphere, particularly in connection
with problems posed by developments in new types of high-flying
aircraft, rockets and missiles. Many
agencies are currently extending our
knowledge and contributing greatly
to the scientific fund of research in
order to explain climatic processes.
The applied climatologist must analyze and interpret many climatic factors that enter into problems of
design, specification, planning, location and operations.
In connection with the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere,
roughly at heights above 10 miles,
the climatologist is often asked:
"Where do you get your informa-
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Capt. Gerald M. Breen, Hqs, Air Weather Service

tion? Upon what are the records
based? How do you know that such a
phenomenon occurs at this height?"
Suppose we answer these questions
by taking an imaginary trip up
through the atmosphere; with a selfimposed ceiling for this ascent being
placed at about 40 miles.
Research into the upper atmosphere has moved fast since World
War II . Scientists using high altitude rockets have made remarkable
progress. Unexpected assoc1at10ns,
some still unexplained, have been
found to exist between physical conditions in the upper atmosphere and
weather conditions in the tropospheric region. The lower atmosphere or
troposphere exists between ground
level and the tropopause, wl1ich is
the boundary or zone of transition

•
between troposphere and stratosphere.
The troposphere varies in height, depending on the latitude, from about
four miles at high latitudes to 11
miles at the Equator.
The stratosphere designates the atmospheric region lying between the
tropopause and an upper boundary
known as the stratopause. During the
ascent on our imaginary flight after
reaching the stratopause level, the
temperature first begins to increase
at a more rapid rate than is characteristic of the lower stratosphere. The
level of the stratopause varies between 22 and 31 miles, according to
the latitude and time of year.
Unmanned balloons can function
at great altitudes, up to 25 miles icarrying only very light instruments,
but presently they reach a level
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where the surrounding air is of about
the same density as the hydrogen in
.o1111ike envelope, and so they lose their
.
oyancy.
Rocket and guided missile research,
as well as high altitude aircraft, provide valuable experimental techniques. The first man to enter the
stratosphere for certain, and to survive, was the Swiss physicist, Piccard, who ascended to 10 miles in
1931.The last great ascent was by the
American helium-filled Explorer II
in 1938 where a record height of 14
miles was reached. The greates t
height yet reached by an unmanned
rocket is reported to be 250 miles.
Of the four principal types of atmospheric so undin gs - rockets ,
acoustics, searchlights and radiosondes - only the latter have furni shed suffi cient information for adequate quantitative analysis. Where
radiosonde data are scarce. acoustical soundings have proved 'valuable.
As we ascend from the earth's
surface the pressure and density of
the air fall steadil y. At 10 miles,
near the base of the stratosphere, the
atmospheric den sity is about 1/ 10 of
that at sea level. Atmospheric tenuity
does not merely affect men but also
machines. Aircraft require the at&
sphere for support. There is a
1Jlllllllrmit to the height at which reciprocating en gine aircraft can even operate. That limit is between 10 and 15
miles or, roughly speaking, where
the air pressure is about 1/ 20 of its
sea-level value. Fortunately our rocket-powered craft is not so affected
and we continue on .
Stratosphere Clouds

As we journey into the upper atmosphere, some stratospheric clouds
are observed. These mother-of-pearl
or nacreous clouds, as they are
called, generally appear at the 14 to
19-mile level. This seems to indicate
a region of cooling at the top of the
stratosphere. By analogy with clouds
in the troposphere, it is usually assumed that they consist of water
droplets or ice particles. The total
range of cloud height is remarkably
small , being little more than twice
the average thickness of the clouds,
between 1.2 and 1.9 miles.
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Temperature Structure
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The temperature distribution in
e troposphere and the lower
stratospheric regions is now well
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known from direct observations with
the help of soundin g balloons and
smoke shells. The accompanying
chart shows the average temperature
structure of the atmosphere in temperature latitudes up to 40 miles, together with the sources of information for various height ranges.
Available values for upper atmosphere temperatures are derived from
a study of radiosonde data, the absorption of so lar radiation by ozone,
irregularities in the propagation of
sound, luminosity and speed of mete-

or&, atmospheric tides, the auroral
spectrum and the reflections by radio.
In recent years the vertical temperature structure up to 12 miles has
been extensively explored by radiosonde. Since World War II, soundings up to 19 miles have been experienced very frequently .
Starting with an average surface
temperature of 20°C., the atmosphere becomes colder with increasing altitude until in the region which
divides the troposphere and the
stratosphere a temperature of

-55°C. is found. As the ascent continues through the stratosphere, the
temperature remains nearly constant
until at a height of above 19 miles
where it starts to increase and
reaches a maximum of over 85° C.
at about 36 miles.
Research has shown that there is
a definite increase of temperature
with height between 19 and 36 miles,
with maximum temperatures approximately equal to those at ground
level. The rise •in the middle atmosphere between 20 and 34 miles is
caused by absorption of solar radiation by ozone. Observations on the
abnormal propagation of sound
waves and study of the heights of
appearance and disappearance of
meteor flashes confirm this.

Weather balloons such as the "Moby Dick" are
used to provide altitude weather information.

A small amount of ozone, spread
in a very di ff use layer between 12
and 31 miles above the surface of
the earth and with its maximum concentration at about 16 miles, protects
life on the earth from extinction by
solar ultraviolet radiation. Ozone becomes warmer when solar ultraviolet
radiation is absorbed; in fact, the
ozone layer acts somewhat like an
enormous heat reservoir accounting
for the temperature maximum at a
height of about 36 miles.

Stratospheric Turbulence
Aircraft flying in the stratosphere
sometimes encounter localized
patches of "bumpiness." The explanation of this problem is difficult.
Large atmospheric eddies take a very
long time to weaken. The release of
potential energy and the observed
turbulent energy may be well separated in space and time. Irregular
wind components can be looked upon
as manifestations of large-scale turbulence, which is indicated by most
of the stratospheric wind observations. However, knowledge of turbulence in the stratosphere is very rudimentary at present.
Wind structure and temperature of
the atmosphere are clearly associated. In particular, the effect of mixing upon the composition of the air
can appreciably influence atmospheric-temperature-pressure relationships. Although we ride through a
bit of clear air turbulence in our
imaginary ship, we're still in the
dark as far as a solid, conclusive
explanation goes.

North America Winds
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Wind systems in the upper atmosphere are complicated and variable.
Various techniques are used to study
winds, such as high-altitude balloons,
smoke shells, compressional wave
propagation and distortions of meteor trails. At levels above 19 miles,
the following methods provide valuable information: Sound propagation,
persistent meteor trails, noctilucent
clouds, smoke and vapor trails from
V-2 rockets, movement of ionized
clouds and theoretical work on atmospheric oscillations and various
magnetic disturbances.
While graphical summaries give
some indication of the North American circulation pattern, caution
should be used in reading such

charts since deficiencies inherent in
some techniques and the distribution
of data may cast doubt upon the 16
curacy obtained.
W
Above 10 miles, the chart shows a
distinct monsoonal effect over North
America, with a strong reversal of
direction from summer to winter.
Winds are predominantly from the
east during summer and from the
west during the winter months.
Generally an increase in windspeed can be expected with altitude
until the stratosphere is entered, at
which point velocities will decrease.
At a height of about 12 miles, another increase will occur and average
windspeeds of about 130 knots can
be expected. During winter, windspeeds increase with increasing latitude, while during the summer they
decrease with increasing latitude.
As was previously mentioned, the
boundary between the troposphere
and stratosphere is cal led the tropopause. It is an approximately level
surface which has discontinuities or
interruptions in the belts of strongest winds, called jet streams.
Jet streams appear as tongues or
narrow bands of high-speed westerlies; they are meandering belts or
"rivers" of fast moving winds pa.
ing between much slower winds
both sides. These belts are most intense at elevations of six to seven
miles (30,000 to 35,000 feet). Mean
charts show jet streams with speeds
of about 100 knots circling the globe
between 20 degrees and 30 degrees
N. latitude in winter; in summer, a
speed of about 50 knots is found
between 35 degrees and 50 degrees
N. latitude. This concentrated high
wind system has been studied in detail by researchers at the University
of Chicago, who coined the descriptive term "jet stream."
Even a brief description of the
complexity of the atmosphere serves
to emphasize the need for an abundance of accurate data before a much
fuller understanding can be gained.
An ideal opportunity for more intensive study of high-altitude winds,
for example, is provided by establishing certain years for international cooperation and effort.
Well, this little excursion into the
upper regions was over almost before it started and there wasn't a
great deal to see. But one of these
days we' ll get out of the imagina•
rocket class and into reality. Th
our knowhow will increase by leaps
and bounds. •
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ECENTLY, WE heard of a young
fighter pilot who had one of the
more positive statements of the
year to make after a rather hairy
experience. Seems as if he was
quoted as saying, ''I' ll carry a
dinghy when I'm crossing the Mojave Desert. I don't care where I am
nying, I'm goin g to have one aboard,
believe me."
1ow it isn't too hard to think of
quite a few places where a dinghy
is just excess baggage; but maybe
this lad had a point, at that. Plenty
of USAF pilots make fli ghts everyday that just possibly could end up
over a large body of water. And if
a man suddenly had an emergency
occur about then, a din ghy would
come in real handy.
A The author of the above tatement
Wi rnishes a case in point. His accident had several points of interest;
it involved not only a survival prob·
!em but also a serious malfunction
in the rocket-firing system of his
fi ghter aircraft. In his own words,
here is what happened.
"I was lead ship in a flight of two
fi ghters participating in a rocket
familiarization ride over Lake
Huron. The accident occurred when
I lost control of the aircraft as a result of a fire and had to bail out.
"We were briefed on the armament and firin g portion of the flight,
and on the flyin g phases as well. The
briefings were supervised and no dis·
crepancies were noted .
"After starting the aircraft, we
took off and climbed to 5000 feet and
proceeded to .the range. On the way
out we contacted GCI and requested
them to track us so we would be sure
that we were over the range. Shortly
afterward, they confirmed our position as being over the southern por·
tion of the rocket ran ge.
"We then dropped down to about
1300 feet indicated to clear the area
~ d make sure that there were no
W oats on the range. After we had
picked out a good spot, we pulled up
and started flying a box pattern to
AUGUST,
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the left. I told the wingman that I
would make the first dry run. We
pushed over from 4000 feet. at 85
per cent rpm and about 280 knots.
and simulated rocket Ii.ring at 2000
feet indicated. I then pu ll ed up to
4000 feet, safetied all switche and
started another left hand pattern.
"As we turn ed onto final, I picked
ou t a sli ck spot on the water to Ii.re
at and proceeded to set up the aircraft for the firin g run. Screens were
extended, switches placed in firin g
position, with the switch on 'fire 12'
and manual position, and all circuit
breakers in. I pushed over again,
thi s time at 90 per cent rpm , and at
2000 feet I squeezed the tri gger and
felt the pod drop and heard the hissing of rockets, but nothing came out.
"My wingman informed me immediately that I had hung rockets
which were burning and advised me
to get rid of the pod at once. I
moved the armament master switch
to the emergency jettison position
but the pod didn 't drop and my
wingman called again, telling me to
get rid of everything. I then rotated
the switch to the jettiso n ready position and hit the 'panic button ' . (This
dropped the tips; I should have depressed the salvo button on the stick
but things were getting a little tight
at this point. )
" As I hit the switch the airplane
started to roll to the right and I
grabbed the stick and moved it full
left. This had no effect on the roll,
so I immediately ejected.
"I forgot to pull my visor down
and the wind tore my helmet off
right away. I tumbled about three
times and the wind threw my arms
back, but finally I got them around
and grabbed the seat belt. The seat
left as soon as I hit the belt and after a few secon ds I pulled the D
ring and opened the chute.
"As soon as I got straightened
out in the chute I took inventory my oxygen hose was still strapped
to the chute; I took it off and threw
it away. I repositioned the dye

marker to where I could get hold of
it easier and got set to hit.
"I pulled on my risers as I hit
and went under about five feet. I was
partially entangled in the shroud
lines but I got my knife out and
started cutting through the lines. As
I was cutting, I noticed that my
hands were gettin g quite cold. I inflated my Mae We t and slipped out
of the chute harness. Then I sp read
some dye marker and just waited .
" I held my hands under my chin,
gripp in g the Mae West, but it felt as
if the circulation was stopped. I tried
stickin g my hands in my mouth to
warm them. It didn't work . My G
suit seemed to help keep circulation
goin g in my legs and my jump boots
helped for my feet.
"About 15 minute after bailout
I had lost all fee ling in my body
and between 25 and 30 minutes after
I got out I started shiverin g uncontrollably and then passed out. I
didn't remember anything else until
I woke up in the hospital."
This pilot bailed out over one of
the Great Lakes near the end of the
month of March. The lake was covered by a thin layer of scum ice,
and the water was at least 0°C. His
statement concerning the need for a
dinghy is now obvious. Fortunately
for him he wa pulled out of the
water shortly after he lost consciousness and suffered no after-effects.
Hi s wingman and another wideawake pilot alternated in buzzing the
shore until they were able to raise
some boats from shore and direct
them to the downed pilot. He was in
the water approximately 50 minutes
and during this period was unconscious for 20 minutes. His body temperature upon recovery was far below normal, and it is doubtful if he
could have survived for much longer.
No wonder this lad is determined
to carry a dinghy wherever he goes .
He may not need it over the Mojav.e,
but if the occa ion arises, he is going
to be prepared, just in case. How
about you? •
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t HELPS TO be strong in thi
man's Air Force. At least, one of
our jet jockeys saved an aircraft
for Uncle Sugar by the strength of
his good right arm, to say nothing
of saving himself.
The pi lot in question took off in
No. 4 position in a flight of four
F-86s. After breaking ground, he
placed the gear and flap handles in
the UP position. Immediately, he noticed a severe rolling tendency to
the left which required full aileron
trim to keep the plane upright.
As the airspeed increased, the tendency to roll increased also. By reducing power, holding strong right
stick pressure and with fu II trim in
the pilot was able to keep the aircraft
under contro l.
A quick check of the aircraft revealed that the left flap was up and
the right flap was full down. He
called the flight leader who joined
him and confirmed that one flap was
down. After gaining a safe altitude,
the flap handle was moved back and
forth several times, but no flap reaction could be obtained.
The pilot notified the tower that
he would remain airborne to use
up fuel and li ghten the load. By experimentation he found that with the
speed brakes out and with the gear
down and locked he had better control of the aircraft which stalled at
around 143 knots.

SAYS

I

He flew around at 150 knots, burning up fuel, and flying with his left
hand in anticipation of the strength
that wou ld be required on his long,
final approach .
He tooled around in a wide pattern, got her turned onto a long,
final approach and, with a little
elbow grease
sweat and much
brought it in for a successful landing. We feel this boy showed plenty
of good flying ability and more than
average level-headed planning to get
the plane in with no damage.
REX SAYS: I certainly concur in
that last statement. Your boy did
an exceptional job in a tough situation. He deserves plenty of cheers
from all of us.

*

TOOK OFF the other day in a
B-26 with a crew chief for company and after an uneventful
climb to 5000 feet, advised airways
that I was going to do a bit of range
work for an hour. It was a perfectly
clear day so before getting under the
hood I told my passenger to keep

I

his neck on a swivel. I have a certain
aversion to running into solid things
like mountains or other aircraft.
I became quite interested in A's
and N's, and odds and ends in the
cockpit like needle and ball, airspeed
and the horizon. In fact, I became so
interested that about 30 minutes had
passed before I happened to glance
at my "safety pilot." Apparently my
gentle flying and the warm rays of
the sun had lulled him deep into the
arms of Morpheus. To wit, the
clobber-head was fast asleep. Unfortunately this shook me up so badly I couldn't concentrate on the
gages, so I call ed off the whole thing
before we both made it a really long,
permanent sleep.
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REX SAYS: As the Good Book says
in the 23rd Psalm, "Thou art wit~
me." AFR 60-4 calls for a "qualifieobserver." This sleeping beauty could
hardly qualify. A men.

*

T IS ALL well and good to observe the limitations as to minimum altitudes and airspeed, especially in single engine operation
of a twin-engined aircraft, but circumstances certainly do alter cases.
Possibly I have had more aversion
than most to flying over metropolitan areas, characterized by so lidl y
built tructure , having done most of
my flying in the wide open spaces.

I
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A quick check by the wingman revealed that the left flap was up and the right one, full down .
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Just a few months before my pending retirement, after 35 years in the
A ir Force, I was taking off from a
•
ase in a nice, plush, Cocoa four
seven, to return to my duty station.
Both engines checked out perfectly,
and the takeoff was routine until the
aircraft was about 15 or 20 feet in
the air and well committed to flight.
Suddenly I had the startlin g realization that the aircraft wanted to
slow-roll to the left. It felt as though
the left engine had sudden ly given
up the ghost and quit.
I had a co upl e of hand s full of
airplan e whil e trying to pick up that
left wing. My trusty copilot manipulated the throttle controls and obtained full power from the right engine, but the left propeller refused
to respond to all feathering attempts.
Even the prop control had no effect on the smoothly windmilling
brake that had been the left fan.
After the boundary was cleared
and we had passed over the surrounding roof tops by what seemed
like inches, I was able to climb to
nearly 150 feet, but the last 50 were
soon lost when power had to be reduced because of the hi gh engine
tern perature.
A I couldn't turn right because of
9}Jstructions so we started a slow
left turn to get back to the field. The
entire fli ght from then on was made
at between 90 and 100 mph, dod gin g
water towers and sundry buildin gs
which loomed above us. We got the
gear down just as we crossed the
boundary and finally land ed.
Strangely enough there was not a
thing wron g with the engine, the
prop was the vi llian all the time.
This was about the shortest fli ght
I have ever been on, but I certainly
did not suffer from b.oredom.
There were a coup le of thin gs that

The lightning strike was accompanied by a loud artillery-like explosion .

aided in preventin g a major catastrophe. In the first place. the radio compass had been set on the local homer
prior to takeoff. At the altitude we
were flyin g it would have been impossibl e to locate the field without it.
Next, the copilot did a bang-up
job in assuring maximum re ults
from the right engine.
I suggest that each copi lot keep a
con stant check on RPM durin g takeoff. Chances are if that prop is go ing to act up it will start its shenanigan s before you become airborne.

REX SAYS: Glad you made it. This
little episode makes me think back
to the required engine check-out
recommended in the C-47. If you remember, it does not require a full
power check during runup. However,
it states that during the takeoff run
a check of the RPM must be made
to see that the governors are /unctioning. If they work okay then,
chances are they will probably stay
with you.

*

OU HEAR A lot about pilots
getting bounced by a large jolt
of lightning but mostly you don't
figure it will ever happen to you .
Well it can; it happen ed to me.
I was flyin g a C-47 and was in
the process of executin g a missed ap-

Y

proach procedure at an Air Force
base, when the plane cau ght a bolt of
li ghtnin g right on the nose. At the
time, we were climbing up through a
layer of strata-cu and were encountering moderate to heavy snow, moderate turbulence and some light rime
icin g. Outside air temperature was
about -3°C.
Apparentl y the charge distributed
itself rather evenly over the wings
and fu selage and was discharged
from the static eliminators on both
ai lerons and the vertical stabilizer.
The strike was accompanied by a
very loud explosion which so unded
like a heavy artillery piece being
discharged outside the window.
When hit, the aircraft shuddered
momentarily but normal fli ght control respo nse returned immediately.
After landin g, a thorough in spection revealed burn damage to the
outboard aileron static eliminators
and damage to the low frequency
radio antenna. Also, a small hole
the size of a thumb tack was found
in the rudder trim tab.

REX SAYS: I don't imagine this
experience was exactly pleasant, but
think what it could have been. Fortunately, these lightning strike incidents are fairly infrequent or we
would all need built-in grounds on
the flying suit.
23
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Survival Diet - Last month , one hundred volunteer
airmen parti cipated in tests to aid in the development
of improved global survival rations.
The airmen, recruited from Lackland and Chanute
AFBs, subsisted on diets ranging from starvation to normal while living under field conditions.
Half the men exercised heavily, half l ightly. A further
breakdown in conditions was made in the drinking water
given both units of men. Some were all owed unlimited
amounts of water, some only controlled amounts to determine the effects of water on an airman 's well bein g.
In all, 20 different feeding situations were studied; varying in caloric content and nutrient mixture in terms of
fats, proteins and carbohydrates.
The tests, made to determine the most efficient diet
that will keep a downed airman alive under all circumstances, will cover a total of six weeks.
Basicall y, the 100 airmen were divided into four groups.
• Group I was given unlimited amounts of water, reF-89Ds are being equipped with a new fire-control device .

This installation was devi sed to reduce sound during the preflight
operation of the F-1 00. Here the tailpipe juts through opening
the silencer. The unit features a sound reducing asbestos collaW '

A

ct;ived only light exercise and was given a pre-determined
rati on of food daily, ranging from no food for some and
up to 3000 calories for others.
• Group II received the same rations of food and
water as Group I but was required to exercise heavily.
• Group III received similar rations of food, exercised
lightly, but was permitted only limited amounts of water.
• Group IV received food and water quantities simi lar
to Group III, but exercised heavily.
The best method of exercise was determined to be hiking as the caloric expenditure of each individual cou ld be
controlled, and the men walked specific distances each
day. In addition, the volunteers were required to shelter
and care for themselves using equipment available in
standard USAF survival kits.

•
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Fire Control Help - F-89D aircraft are being fitted
with a device designed to in sure accurate alignment of
the 104 rocket fire control system. A 28-volt electric fan
directs an airflow of approximately 160 knots over the
airplane's angle of attack detector probe, allowing quick
calibration and alignment of the attack sensor system.
The units are being shipped to all Air Force bases where
the '89Ds are stationed, for installation.
Big Time Saver - Pilots usin g the new DME (Dis&
tance Measuring Equipment) will soon be able to makstraight-in approaches to many airports instead of going
through time-con suming maneuvers.
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Present regulation s require that a pilot make certain
rns and maneuvers to ascertain his position with cernty before descendin g at most airports. In about 60
ys. after criteria have been established and procedures
publi shed , pi lots usin g DME will be permitted under
Civil Aeronautics Administration regulations to proceed
strai ght-in.
The saving in aircraft operating cost can be substantial. An estimate of the time saved by a straight-in approach normally is between eight and ten minutes.
Thi s announcement was made by the Office of Aviation
Safety and is a result of the high degree of accuracy
demon strated by DME. The DME provides a pilot with a
direct readin g of his distance from a range or an airport
where the ground transmitting equipment is installed.

f

Approach Chute - The landin g speed of the B-47 jet
bomber has been considerably reduced through the use
of an approach drag chute. Use of the chu te now makes
the landing roll of the B-47 comparable to that of a
propell er-driven airplane of equivalent size.
The '47 has used a parachute fo r braking purposes for
six years. The new parachute wi ll not take the place of
the 32-foot landing deceleration chute, but will be additional equipment, deployed in the air to permit a
steeper descent for the land ing approach.
The new parachute is approximately 16 feet in diameter and, although too large to be used as an approach
chute for a fi ghter, it can be used as a brake parachute
on the F-94, F-86, F-100, F-101 and F-102.
Using this approach control device facilitates landing
on shorter runways and results in less braking action and
A
e wear. It al so makes for better control on landing
~ proaches and spin recovery on test aircraft .
The parachute drag device weighs approximately onethird less than other deceleration devices, thereby saving
overall aircraft weight. The use of parachutes permits
pilots to maintain engine power durin g landin g, thus
assuring engine response in the event of go-arounds.

The two top pictures show the deceleration
approach drag parachute opening a nd streaming out behind the 8-47. The parachute was
designed for slowing down while in flight .
Just before landing, the approach chute can
be seen fully opened . The regular "brake"
parachute starts to open and fully deploys
for use in sl owing down after the landing .

Left, the C-1238 was recently assigned to
the new transport group at Ardmore , Okla .
It will perform assault-troop operations .

•
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the Thundering Hear ·
Aeronautical Research Laboratory, WADC
Fred L. Daum

P

ILOTS OF NEW supersonic aircraft wou ld do well to take a
lesson from speedboaters, who
quickl y learn either to give other
boats a wide berth when traveling at
hi gh speed or to lower their speed
when passing near other boats.
Speedboaters who don 't learn thi s
Jes on soon find them selves unpopular amon g fishermen, canoeists and
others whose boats they may rock or
nearly upset, and sometimes find
themselves on the losing side of an
argument with the law .
Some pilots have found that the
indignation of a few boating enthusiasts is tame indeed compared to the
wrath which the shock wave from a
supersonic airplane can arouse over
an area of several hundred square
miles. Sometimes people complain

merely about a loud boom; sometimes they report broken windows or
other damage to ground structures,
and in one case a report even i::ot
into circulation (apparently the combined product of someone's overactive imagination plus some mis·
understandin g) that a boom from a
diving F-86 had spread the rails of
a railroad track enough to have
caused derailment of a train.
This phenomenon, extensively reported in the press and by word of
mouth as the "sonic boom," has been
misunderstood widely and its effects
greatly exaggerated, and various exp lanations for it have been offered.
At first even the experts didn 't understand it too well; now, however,
as a result of investigations by the
Wright Air Development Center's

•
Aeronautical Research Laboratory
and by others, the explanation eems
so simple that one wonders why there
was ever any mystery. Very briefly,
the answer is that booms are hear&
whenever the shock waves generat•
by an airplane during supersonic
flight reach someone's ears. The num ber of booms heard is the same as
the number of shock waves reaching
the person.
These shock waves are the pressure
waves that are set up in the air when
an 'lirplane flie so fast that a given
particle of air in front of the airplane doesn't know the airplane is

•
•
•

Th is illustra tion sh ows the propagation of disturba nce .
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coming until it gets there. In subsonic fli ght, the airplane gives warn in g of its approach by very small
changes in pressure that reach out
head of the airplane and cause the
rticles of air to start moving aside.
ese warning signals are transmitted at the speed of sound. But, if the
airplane is flying faster than sound,
then it gets there before the warning
signals and the particles of air are
jostled aside so roughly that a pressure wave is set up, a cone-shaped
wave in the air which in many ways
resembles the v-shaped wave from
the bow of a speeding boat.

Like the wave from a passing
speedboat, this cone-shaped pressure
wave may extend out a considerable
distance in all directions from the
airplane's flightpath and can be pictured as moving along with the airplane. Like the wave from the boat,
it can be detected as it passes by an
observer; but because it's a pressure
wave in air instead of a visible wave
on the surface of the water, the
means by which we observe its passing is different. The main sensing
element with which a human being
detects pressure waves is the ear in other words, pressure waves are
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simply sound waves, which we can
hear if they're within the audible
frequency range. A single very rapid
change in pressure is heard by the
ear as a boom, and this is what happens as a shock wave goes by. The
shock waves generall y heard are bow
and tail waves, that is, the waves
from the front and rear ends of the
body, and these give two booms. In
some areas the booms have been
dubbed the "Double Whammy" because of this characteristic. Straight
and level supersonic fl ight will give
the " Double Whammy" and a supersonic dive starting from subsonic
speed will give at least two, generally three, and sometimes four booms.
However, the first two, about a tenth
of a second apart, are usually much
louder than the later ones, which
apparently result from a transonic
shock wave which drops behind the
airplane as it goes through Mach 1.
Under some fli ght and atmospheric
conditions these shock waves may be
so weak when they reach the ground
that they are not heard at all. On
the other hand, if an F-100 makes a
supersonic pass 200 feet off the deck,
an observer on the ground just below will experience a pressure jump
of about a quarter of a pound per
square inch.
Such sudden pressure jumps are
more than enough to break windows,
as has been demonstrated many
times. Complaints aren't confined to
broken windows, damaged structures, and interrupted sleep either.
Farmers have reported that chickens,
fri ghtened by booms, panic and
smother each other; cows refuse to
give milk, and mink kill their young.
Sonic booms may be created in
straight and level flight or in a dive.
In the straight and level case, the
shock waves and the airplane move
through the air together, as a system , and the waves extend from the
airplane to the ground. Here, a continuous trail of booms is left on the
ground below the airplane's flightpath. This is something like what
happens when a boat runs parallel
to the shoreline, with the waves extending to the beach where they make
a continuous splash as they move
along the beach.
However, this simple situation
isn't what has caused most of the
booms. Most of them have been associated with high altitude steep dives
in which supersonic speed was
achieved for only a few seconds.
During this short period of super-
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son ic Aight, shock waves are formed,
but as the airplane slows to subsonic
speed these waves continue on ahead
of the airplane unti l they reach the
ground and are heard as booms. If
we return again to our boat analogy,
it's as if the boat were headed toward
the beach at high speed and then
either slowed up or turned around.
The waves already formed would
continue on , growing weaker all the
time. but would still hit the beach.
In theory, a pilot can deliberately
boom a given area on the ground by
divin g toward that area at supersonic
speed then slowing to subsonic speed
and pullin g out. Actually, the pilot
can't be quite sure where the boom

Altitud e -

wi ll hit because of temperatu re, pressure and wind gradients in the atmosphere. In a standard atmosphere
and with the same wind at all altitudes, the boom wi ll generall y be
loudest somewhat beyond the aiming
point, but may be heard in an area
extending five to 20 miles in all directions from that point. Temperature inversions will move the point
of maximum intensity closer to the
airplane. When diving at supersonic
speed, the pilot can be sure that
some area will be boomed, but he
can't be sure of which area.
The net result of all this is that
Joe Jetjockey had better think twice
before trying to boom his girl
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friend's house. If atmospheric ir regularities fou l up his aim he may boom
his CO's hou se instead; and even A
he does hit h is target on the nose, W"
boom covers a lot of territory and
hi s CO's house may sti ll get a good
jolt, which Joe will undoubted ly fee l
when he lands.
Headquarters USAF has issued instructions to the field to avoid creatin g sonic booms in areas where relation s between the Air Force and
the public would be adversely affected , and one may expect that severe
disciplinary action will be taken
against those who intentionally indulge in this practice. How can our
friend Joe be sure of not offending?
This is a difficult question to answer
because there are so many variables .
A number of different local regulations h aVf~ been issued prohi biting
supersonic Aight below certain altitudes and over certain areas. These
regu lations are designed to minimize
public annoyance from booms and
should, of course, be observed. However, because there's a lot that isn't
known yet about this subject, we
can't be sure that the restriction s locally imposed will actuall y keep us
out of trouble in all cases. In the
absence of more specific local ~
rectives, and until such time as Hea9 '
quarters USAF can provide better
guidance, it is suggested that the fo llowin g ru les be observed:
• Avoid supersonic Ai ght within
30 mi les of populated areas, especiall y if you're losing altitude,
and are headin g toward the area.
• Avoid supersonic Ai ght below
40,000 feet. If superson ic dives are
necessary, slow to subso nic speed before reachin g 20,000 feet. Y ou'l I still
set off a pretty loud boom, hut
probably won't break any windows.
• Avoid supersonic Aight within
5000 feet of other aircraft.
• Fami liarize yo urse lf with the
errors in the Mach meter on the airplane you're Ayin g. Jn man y aircraft
the Mach meter read low near Mach
1. You're actually supersonic a littl e
before you get the jump on the meter.
These rules don't guarantee avoid ance of booms but if the rules are
followed, any booms which are heard
should be mild (excep t those from
dive ) and there should be no signifi can t damage. The problem is
still being stu di ed and further tests
will be conducted to determine wiia_
greater certainty just what restri 9
tions must be placed on today's aircraft and those of the future. •
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There are all kinds of proposals and this little lass apparently has
something pretty interesting on the line right now. But, from the
flyboy's point of view, just about the most important proposal is the
one he telephones in to a Flight Service Center when he's trying to
leap off from a civilian field. Maybe you didn't realize it, but you can
expedite such flight plan proposals if ye u'll follow a few simple rules.
Just look over the article that starts on page 12 of this issue and mayhap you ' ll find where you have been slowing yourself down .
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Informs good friend of Tiger rating ,
She ' s much impressed by wild-eyed prating.
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The day of miracles has not passed,
As jet pilot, Mal is classed.
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Former Tiger flees the base
With irate eagle setting pace.
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